Exploration Phase:
The exploration phase, which was the
very first stage of our design process, consisted of the understanding the problem
statement given by our client- UH. Based on
the problem statement we also identified the
other two main organizations involved i.e.
Berlin Fast care and Giant Eagle. We learnt
about the history of these organizations,
explored on their inter-relationships and
understood how these three pieces fit into the
UH-Fast care model.

Understanding Stated(given)
Problem

Understanding Organizations involved and their
history and inter-relationships

Understanding UH-Fast care

Discovery:
The Discovery phase consisted of two
important parts. First one was secondary
and primary research to understand the
UH- Fastcare business model and second
element was to synthesize the information
gathered through this research and evaluate if the stated(given) problem statement
was the actual problem or is just the symptom of actual problem.
Secondary Research included understanding the Fast care data provided by UH,
online research on Retail Clinic businesses,
etc.
Primary research included interviewing
patients who have used UH-FC service,
patients who could potentially use UH-FC
service, grocery shoppers, and Nurse practitioners. We also did comparative study by
visiting Wardsworth Clinic which is based
on the data we collected we identified the
service blue print. The knowledge of service blue print was important and it helped
us in understanding the real barriers which
hinders patients to access this system.
With the knowledge gained through in
Exploration phase as well as Discovery
phased we reformulated the problem statement.
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Conception Phase:
Based on the reformulated problem statement and
our understanding of barriers we brainstormed
and came up with whole bunch of potential solutions. Each solution meant to resolve one or more
barriers.
Most of the solutions had a common underlying
theme so we categorized the solutions under three
buckets – Marketing, Strategy and Relationships.
After more brainstorming we came up with 7 different solutions which could potentially eliminate
most of the barriers we identified.
These solutions were then ranked on basis of Desirability, feasibility and viability.
•
Cross of Pane
•
Solar System model
•
Solutions Brainstorming
•
Categorizing solutions into buckets
•
7 most promising solutions
•
rated them on Desirability, Feasibility and
Viability
•
Selected best 6
•
Came up with Wellness as overarching
theme of solutions.

Exploring the Wellness brand molecule

EVALUATION & REFINEMENT:

Narrowing down concepts & determining whether concepts truly & feasibly serve the end purpose:
Here Used Business Strategy tool to groups the barriers that were present within the UH-FastCare
business model.
Three classifications were used to categorize the different barriers facing the UH-Fast care as
follows;
1.
Strategy: Barriers relating to strategy were those barriers that prevented UH-Fastcare from
either differentiate it from other retail clinics or make UH-Fastcare more appeals to potential user;
these barriers included ;
*
Price of Services
*
Types of insurance coverage
*
What Services will not be offer
*
Who cannot get Services at the UH-FastCare
*
Absence of Continuity in the current model
*
Competition between UH-FastCare and Giant Eagle Pharmacy
		
2.
Marketing:
		
*
Placement of UH-FastCare within Giant-Eagle
			
Hidden behind everything else in the Giant-Eagle sure
			
Little or no promotion for the UH-FastCare
				
TV, Internet and other media outlets
		
*
Difficulty in finding packing within the Giant eagle premises for FastCare
		
*
Lack of collaboration between Fastcare Services and Giant Eagle service
		
*
FastCare Signage hidden behind Giant Eagle Clutter
		
*
Limited Direction indicating was FastCare is at.
3.
Relationships:
		
Sign shows information that connotes negative relationship with patients

		-

Ideas for Solutions:
I
From the problems we identified, we came up with six initial solutions, highlighting the positives of the solution and the negatives of the solution.
1.
Corporate Care Center
2.
FastCare Experience
3.
Face of FastCare.
4.
Community health Center
5.
Educational Component
6.
Well Center
FURTHER EVALUATION AND REFINEMENT:
•
We further evaluated and refined the ideas by classifying them according to 3 main criteria
o
Desirability
o
Feasibility
o
Viability
•
We  used numeric scaling methods to determine how Desirable, Feasible and Viable each  
idea was.
•
Re-evaluation of the ideas over and over again  to determine specific solutions to be presented
to the sponsors during the delivery phase.
•
Mock Presentation:  
o
After we had refined the ideas and put together a power-point presentation, we presented the
preliminary ideas to a small audience. The presentation was critiqued and feedback was provided.
The Feedbacks led to further refinement of the presentation in other come with the final output that
was presented to our sponsors.
DELIVERY
Design brief
o
The design brief was the initial brief that we put together to help us in outlining what our
project had to achieve. This brief included what the problems and issues that we were trying to
design solutions for and within what timeframe we were going to complete the project. The design
brief was also a document of discovery, releasing matters that we understood as involve with the issues that UH-Fastcare was facing. The brief included the following portions; Executive Summary,
Organizational profile, problem statement, goal of the project, timeframe and schedule of work, budget estimate for the project and a summary and conclusion.
Final presentation of findings & concepts to sponsors
o
The final oral presentation is a collection of the main ideas of the project, that we believe
should be adopted by the University Hospital in order to address the issues that the UH FastCare was
facing. The final presentation entailed explanations of the design problem that we addressed in a
clear and vivid manner. We explained different alternative that we explored in the design process of
the project in order to draw the attention of our sponsor and encourage them positive changes to the
current FastCare model.
Final Reports Submitted to sponsor and professors
o
The project report is written to sum up the substance of our project. After careful considerations, we came up with practical, achievable and persuasive ideas that can be used as a guide for
University Hospital in dealing with the current challenges that they faced with in the UH-Fastcare
business model. The report highlights steps that we employed in moving the project from problem

identification to concrete logical solutions developed to help the University Hospital move forward
from their current ailing FastCare business model.

